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Chapter 1 : Quincy Jones Explores the Music of Henry Mancini - Wikipedia
In conjunction with The Big Show, an annual juried art exhibition open to Houston-area residents, the Lawndale Art
Center is again hosting two afternoons of talks by included artists. Dubbed The Big Slide Show, the events are 'slide
jams,' in which more than 13 different artists each day will.

Create Custom Slide Shows Setting up the slides: Plan out your entire slide show what slides to include,
sequencing, and if there is to be any text on the slides. Create a series of blank slides: Start by creating one
blank slide. Then go into the slide sorter view this shows you thumbnails of all of your slides. In the slide
sorter view, click once on the slide it will show you have selected it by showing a dark line around the edge of
the slide. This will add a new blank page. Repeat this to create the desired number of slides that you want in
your slide show you can always add or delete these later if you create the wrong number. Insert the
photographs you want for your slide show onto the Power Point pages you have created. To insert the
photographs there are a couple of different ways to do this: Open the photograph in Photoshop or other image
editing software. Save it as a gif or jpeg at a resolution of 72 ppi. Select the area of the photograph you want to
appear on the slide this may be the entire photograph or just part of it. Navigate to where to saved the picture,
and click the Insert button. Adjust picture size to fit the slide. Be sure not to resize it too large so that the
quality of the picture is compromised and it is no longer clear. You may find that you need to go back to the
original high quality image the one that you saved the first time you took or scanned the picture. To resize the
photo you can: Resize it Photoshop before inserting it into the slide or Resize it once you have inserted it by
holding the shift key to maintain the slide proportions and dragging outwards on one of the corner handlebars
or Resize it once you have inserted it by clicking on the picture so that the picture tool bar appears. Then click
on the Format Picture button on the picture tool bar. This will bring up a the Format Picture dialog box. Select
the Size tab and make changes to the image by making choices from the different options available. Once you
have created all the slides, experiment with different colored backgrounds or slide designs so that the pictures
contrast with the slide background color. You can have different colored backgrounds for each slide if this is
not distracting to the viewer. Typically it is better and easier to have the background the same. You can
rearrange the order of the slides by going into the slide sorter. To move a slide from one position to another,
click on it once, then drag it to the desired position and release the mouse. Develop the slide show Create Slide
Transitions. PowerPoint provides a variety of animation effects that you can use when moving from one slide
to another. This will bring up the slide transition dialog box: Select the desired transition from the pull down
menu under the Effect box. Select transition speed slow, medium, or fast. Under the Advance box select how
the transitions will be applied automatically after the number of seconds that you type into the box , or on
mouse click, or both [Note: Under the Sound box you can select a sound to be played during the slide
transition Tip: Sounds can be very annoying and can distract people from the point that you are trying to
make]. Apply the selected effect: You can choose to do this just to the one slide that you have on the screen
now click the Apply button , or to the entire presentation click the Apply to all button. If the slides will be
looping automatically and are all similar, you can apply the same effects to all slides much easier this way!
Other options for setting the timing of slides If you would like to have some slides show for longer periods of
time to give the viewers a chance to read text or to examine a complicated diagram, then you will need to set
the timing for each slide separately. It is best to do this when you are in the slide sorter view where you can
see thumbnails miniatures of each slide. From slide sorter view. This allows you to set the timings for each
individual slide. The counter will continue to count until you click the right arrow, space bar, or mouse. Once
you click, it moves to the next slide and starts the counter for the next slide. When you finish creating the
settings for each slide, a box pops up and lets you choose to accept the timings or start again. If you want to
change the timing for only one or a few slides and keep all the rest the same , you need not go through the
whole rehearsal of timings again. Instead, view the slides the slide sorter. The time you have set for each
appears below and to the left of each slide. To change the time, click on the slide transition icon, and in the
dialog box manually change the number of seconds. This allows you to set the timings for each slide and at the
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same time record any comments you want to make to go along with the slide be sure to check that you
microphone is working and that it is selected in the Control Panel under "sound. Make the content is the focus
of your presentation and not the special effects e. Use special effects only if needed to emphasize a point by
having the audience focus on it and to enhance your objectives. Give audience sufficient time to understand
and, if applicable, read what it on the slide. Rehearse the timings before you give the presentation. Creating
Custom Slide Shows Custom shows are like a presentation within a presentation. They can be used when you
want to depart from the main content of your presentation to: For the group from Duluth you want to show
them examples that come from Duluth; for the Hibbing group your examples come from Hibbing. To access
your custom slide shows you create an agenda slide. An agenda slide allows you to jump to the custom slide
show and then return automatically to the agenda slide for you to continue with the rest of your regular
presentation. The agenda slide looks and acts very much like a web page. It lists the different parts of you
presentation like an index or home page on the Internet. From this agenda slide you can create hyperlinks that
jump to a different section of your presentation and then return you automatically to the agenda slide so you
can move on to the next item. In the example on the right, the agenda slide links to three different custom
shows each consisting of 3 slides. At the end of each of these shows the presentation is set to return back to
the agenda slides. Storyboard showing custom shows To create an agenda slide that links to custom shows:
Plan out your presentation. On this show the different custom shows that you will create. Include a box to
show each slide and even label each slide so you know what will be on it. Create the agenda slide. Use a
bulleted list format for this slide. Enter the names of each of the custom shows as separate items in your bullet
list. Create each of the slides [Tip: It is a good idea to use a slide design that has a heading for your slides,
because this heading then shows up as the name of the slide. Set of slides that you want to link to from the
agenda slide. A dialog box appears that shows a space for the slide show name along with 2 other larger
boxes. A list of all of the slides in your presentation will appear in a box on the left. Type in the name of your
first custom show in the slide show name box. The name of this slide will appear in the list on the right.
Repeat until you have all the slides that you want in this custom show. In the example below I have names my
slide show "UK slide show" placed 3 slides in it. Click the OK button. Repeat this step to create your other
custom shows. Set the timing for the slides shows: If you want the slides to play automatically without you
having to click the mouse to advance each one you need to set the number of seconds each slide will be
displayed before advancing to the next. If you want to set the timing to be the same for all the slides in the
custom shows: Go to the slide sorter view so that you can see all of the slides laid out in a storyboard type of
format. This will select all of these slides at once. Release the shift key. This will bring up the slide transition
dialog box. Click on the button that says Apply. In the slide sorter view you will see that the number of
seconds appears beneath each slide. Create hyperlinks from your agenda slide to the custom shows. This will
bring up the Action settings dialog box. Under the Action on Click section, select the Hyperlink to button and
choose Custom show from the list that appears. This will show a list of all of the custom shows that you have
created. If you want to return automatically to the agenda slide after the last slide of the custom show, select
the Show and Return check box. Repeat each of the above steps for each item on the agenda slide. To show
your custom shows: In the slide show view, when you show the agenda slide, the list of slide shows will
appear as hyperlinks i.
Chapter 2 : The Big Slide Show | racedaydvl.com
A true story, it follows a pastor and his wife through forties beginning with one biological child, Donny. But the upheaval
of the war years results in a number of mixed raced children that the Doss family adopt until they have 12 children.

Chapter 3 : Lawndale â•„ The Big Show
Evan whizzes down a REALLY big slide (in Japan).
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Chapter 4 : Google Slides - create and edit presentations online, for free.
Watch over 30 boobs! Top 10 Celebrities With The Biggest Boobs [CLifeStyle] - Largest NATURAL Breasts in the World
- Duration: CLifeStyle , views.

Chapter 5 : How to Create a Photo Slideshow with PowerPoint (with Sample Slideshows)
The Big Slide Show. Public Â· Hosted by Lawndale Art Center. Interested. clock. Thursday, July 20, at PM - PM CDT.
More than a year ago. pin.

Chapter 6 : Hear Big Artist Talks at the Big Slide Show | Glasstire
Photos of the film "Giant" and late actor James Dean. Considered one of the best American movies in the past century,
this epic piece of cinema follows the story of a Texas family from the.

Chapter 7 : PPT â€“ Suez Canal Crisis PowerPoint presentation | free to view - id: f-ZDc1Z
The Big Slide Show is a chance to hear directly from artists about their work and creative practice! The Big Slide Show
takes place in Lawndale's John M. O'Quinn gallery where The Big Show is currently on view.

Chapter 8 : Creating a Power Point Slide Show
The Big Show is an ambitious open call juried exhibition of new work by artists practicing within a mile radius of
Lawndale.. For the iteration, juror Evelyn C. Hankins selected 4 awardees: AgnÃ¨s BourÃ©ly, Sarah Fisher, Matt
Manalo, and Rajab Ali Sayed.

Chapter 9 : Playhouse 90 - Episodes - IMDb
Quincy Jones Explores the Music of Henry Mancini is an album by Quincy Jones that contains music composed by
Henry Mancini. Track listing All.
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